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BIG BLOWER
UP TO 3600 BU./HR.
PROCESSED AND DELIVERED
TO THE SILO TOP
You get more feed processed
with less horsepower with
Automatic Big Capacity Roller
Mill and the efficr
40-inch blower dei
it to the top of thi
tallest silo One-f?
design handles ai
material, regardle:
of moisture contei
without clogging
packing
Automatic
Roller Mills
for Beef, Hogs,
Dairy, Poultry.

MODEL ATG-408
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MISI
Mod

Model MBSCH

Maximum convenience
purpose all around sp
pose pasture or range
or low growing shrubs
blower driven by doubi'
shaft mounted on a sturdy reinforced frame with TANKS Polyethylene tank with wide mouth for easv
protective shield for PTO and belt pulley Available with filling Standard tank is 50 gallons to minimize refilling
multiple options to adapt to any purpose
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FEATURES:
• Adds one hydraulic

remote outlet
15GPM per outlet 3000PSI
Works on any tractor open
or closed center
Easy to mount, versatile
Convenient, one handed
operation
Aluminum body construction
Commercial grade sealed
switches
Inexpensive
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DO IT
YOUR-
SELF
WITH
A
SOIL-
MOVER

The cheapest land you can
buy is the land you save by
eliminating low spots There s
a Soilmover with precision
cut and controlled spread for
best results Laser capability
provides pin-point accuracy
Soilmover makes your land its
level best
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NAVIGATO

• Unique design keeps the implement parallel
with the rows even when the tractor moves
laterally as it drifts off course. Most other
systems oversteer the toolbar which adds
damaging side pressure to the stabilizing
coulters.

• Automatically compensates for sidehill dnft
■ Eliminates excessive pull and stress on hydraulic
components associated with other guidance
systems.

With your tractor and a
Soilmover, you can keep
feedlots cleaner, handle
manure easier even
build a complete run-
off system or manure-
handling facility

Create a dam as part of a
run-off control program Build
or repair terraces and do it
all with your tractor and a
Soilmover No one offers a
more complete line of farm
size scrapers Soilmover
the Problem Solvers

AGRI-PRODUCTS

STRESS-FREE ROW
CROP GUIDANCE

Express Feeder

Very few moving parts provide smooth, friction
free lateral movement.
Works effectively on all conventional and ndgt-
till cultivators, planters and 4-wheel drive
articulated tractors.

“More than 70 years
Service to the
Dairy Industry”

le Chain
Conveyoi

for years of
ted construction to quickly
lections.
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Without moving motors sweeper brushes or flights, the feed is

distributed quietly & efficiently at a rate of 1250 lbs. of corn silage
per minute Feed stays mixed
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